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Letter from the Editor 

 

Dear Readers,  

 

I’ve spent the majority of my life as a Floridian—

heatstroke summers, sweat-soaked denim, 70 degree 

Christmases—so when I visited Lubbock this past 

February, I was in awe of the cold. I walked the Texas 

Tech University campus shivering in three layers of 

sweaters and a cotton scarf not made for real winter.  

The early sun through the birch trees formed bright patches on the sidewalk, but 

they were not any warmer than the shadows. Still, I hurried along to stand in them, 

nestling my chin farther down into my too-light scarf. When I reached the library, I 

stopped to admire its trellis-like façade of stacked circles. After a moment, I heard a 

quiet humming from above.  

A flock of pigeons had taken up roost in the library’s exterior, poking only their shiny 

heads or feathered tails out from the hollow circles. The tenants flew into and out of 

their little apartment cubbies, some exchanging rooms with a friend, some bunking two 

in one.  I stood there for a while, sipping coffee from a paper cup and feeling lucky for 

the surprise of these pigeons.  

I hope that the first issue of Every Pigeon makes you feel this way. I hope that you, 

too, will hear the low hum while you read each of these pieces and that it makes you feel 

warm through the rest of your day.  

 

         Love,  

         Jubalee 
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Abundance          

Shannon McLeod  

 

 

She wakes with that fuzzy sensation. 

Her tongue feels dry and shriveled. The taste of clove lingers. Mulled wine as an I’m-

sorry-about-your-breakup present. 

This is the second time they have broken up. She is convincing herself she has 

evolved. Now it is spring break, and campus has emptied. Her roommate is in South 

America, building huts for the homeless or something charitable like that. 

She decides to make herself a chocolate cream pie. It is a rare delicacy. She usually 

consumes all of her meals by dipping various food items into a bucket of hummus. She 

splurged on ingredients for the pie. The commission check should be arriving soon. 

She’s painting a 5 by 7 foot canvas for a woman she’s met through a New Age healing 

group. The woman and her children are moving in with her boyfriend and his children. 

This painting will represent their newly blended family. The woman has requested the 

image include the following: seven birds to represent the seven members of their new 

family, a goddess with arms open to the abundance of the universe, butterflies, an 

infinity symbol, and trees. She’s painting and re-painting, trying to get it all to 

harmonize on one canvas. There’s too much good to fit together. She’s struggling to find 

a version where so much goodness can coexist without looking false, ugly. 

The pie was delicious at first. The chocolate paired well with the red wine. She ate 

and drank at her kitchen table, content. Out the window, the students packed up their 

cars for break. 

Now she hasn’t left the apartment in three days, and she’s suffocating from these 

paint fumes. The pie is almost gone. 

The last slouching slice sits in a pool of liquid, which has separated from the 

pudding. 
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She calls everyone she knows in this town, looking for somewhere to go that is not 

swirling with turpentine fumes, birds, and butterflies. 

She eats the last slice, seated on the floor, as she studies this final version of the 

underpainting. It’s as complete as it will get. The pie tastes of chemicals rather than 

chocolate. 
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An Hour Before Sunrise 

Ace Boggess 

 

 

shadow fawns in the a.m. 

small haunches come in & 

out of top light 

on the other side of the fence 

they tromp leaves 

in playfulness & fear 

two gears all of us shift through 

one for the morning 

one for the long road home 
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Empty as a Box of Wind 

Ace Boggess 

 

 

my cigarette lighter 

cheap disposable 

sparks but doesn’t flame 

twenty times 

thirty—I enjoy the sound 

of its clicking 

like a crab’s feet on concrete 

the flash & 

how it looks much larger 

than it is in the dark pause 

trembling as Rilke wrote 

about love & faith & 

the many other things 

that lose their fuel 
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Silver Springs 

Ben Fisher 

 

 

at grandmother’s home in the desert, 

the house and swimming pool drew themselves up proudly, 

elevated above the dusty ground, 

and I was a small king 

standing at the edge of the splintery deck, 

peering through the dry slats 

  

the burning light would gleam on the glass pitcher 

grandma used to brew sun tea 

it glowed like a potion 

from the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge – 

  

lizards would scurry from end to end, 

given breath by the sun, 

and if we stepped on their tails, 

they would snap off 

the lizards would escape 

and regenerate forever 

 

the house was cool and quiet, 

shadowy, not haunted, 

but the crystal and the stone swans 

seemed to hide, 

hide with their private magic 
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when it snowed in winter, 

we would capture our fingers in gloves 

and run across the land like it was the surface of the moon 

and take turns falling into the snow-covered bushes 

face first, arms spread out like angels, 

and I would imagine that the desert snakes were beneath me, 

conferring secretly 
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Grasses 

Tom Montag 

 

 

One would not wish 

to be more than 

the grasses. 

  

First was star dust, 

then the sun, 

then mud 

  

and water, mold 

and mushroom, 

then grasses. 

  

Whether withered 

and sere or 

greening, 

  

whether autumn, 

summer, spring, 

these blades 

  

enfold their own 

eternity. 

Marsh or 

  

pasture, mountain 

meadow, always 

something 
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holds and holds 

They won’t let 

go — we 

  

call them grasses, 

though some might 

say God. 
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In the Land of the Free 

Katinka Smit 

 

 

I. 

Moo plonked himself down on the step outside the 7/11. Still no sight of the song tao. He 

sucked on his slurpy. Extra strong! Just like him. Not fat like his family said, Moo! Pig! 

Always shoving food into your snout! 

Mæ had kicked him out early this morning. She shoved his books and jumper into 

his bag and barked at him. 

“I have to take Pim to the doctor, she has a fever. You take yourself to school. Here’s 

50 baht – get something healthy. Krun Pi has soup noodles. It’s enough for the song tao. 

Go.” 

And rolling over his protests and fleshy resistance, she pushed him out the door. 

Pim. Always perfect little Pim. Moo knew he should be the favourite – not that fussy, 

prissy, school-loving, Mæ-hogging, always-telling-on-him, stupid princess. He was the 

boy. One day he would be a man. Then she would see how the world really worked. 

A red tuk tuk went past on the other side of the road. Mæ and Pim were sitting in the 

back, on the far side, facing him. Mæ was talking to someone he couldn’t see, but Pim 

saw him. She looked pointedly at the slurpy in his hand and then boldly at him. He gave 

her the tall falang finger. So rude, but it was up and out before he could stop it, and this 

was when Mæ glanced over in his direction, her eyes soft and smiling. They landed on 

him and sharpened into cold razors. Pim grinned. As the tuk tuk turned the corner, Mæ 

turned to talk again to the person he couldn’t see. 

The maroon song tao trundled towards him from the other direction. He sucked 

hurriedly. As the heavy vehicle slowed, he slammed the empty slurpy cup down on the 

step, shouldered his bag and ran out to the road. He dropped 15 baht into the hand 

jutting out the passenger window as it passed him. 
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He leapt on while the vehicle was still moving, landing among the jeering, cheering 

boys who hung off the open back. They grabbed his arms to help him up and moved to 

accommodate his bulk. 

The diesel engine roared. The song tao lurched off and belched thick black exhaust 

past his face. He stood, bold and triumphant against the heavy sky, his face serene in the 

wind. The image of his mother’s sharpening eyes lay abandoned, like the slowly rocking 

plastic slurpy cup. 

II. 

Chilli smoke poked John in the eyes. It grabbed his throat. The reek of fish sauce snaked 

past his nostrils like an eel underfoot. Tables of people ignored him or else gestured at 

him with their heads, talking loudly. He knew enough now to catch some words, but to 

his ears most blundered over one another like the turtles at the fish market. Others were 

half heard and buried down in the mud of his mind like catfish where they fed on the 

debris of his insecurity. 

Why was he here? 

A horse of thought crashed through the barriers in his mind, racing through. The 

women back home. Their coarse white thighs below pink, crusted lips pursed up 

primly. No, not like that. Do that. Don’t do that at all. The hanging slack of others, loose 

like the lips of a grouper, gobbing at any who swam too close, their laxness belying a 

suction that would drown a man. He reined his mind in to the loveliness of Png. Her 

passive eyes. Her long honeyed legs spread on the bed, her hands clutched in his hair. 

The dirt brown creases of her putang; slightly pungent, a faint under scent of garbage 

mixed with something sweet, like ylang ylang or the smell of a tom cat’s head, musky 

with a hint of caramel. 

There was no imperative with her to do, to be, no must, don’t, ask, stay, touch, don’t, 

love, keep, hold – with her he only had to have. What made for lack at home was enough 

here to raise him up as king: Demigod. Man. Lover. 

Why would he go home? 
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His leather flip-flop slid under a piece of broken pavement. He stumbled, 

embarrassed. People laughed. A small rage built inside him, coiled in his blood like a 

cobra, ready to spit. He jerked his head towards the crowing, eyes jabbing but they were 

kind, open faces. Smiling, not malicious. 

Mai pen rai bounced out across the street, and then one or two more. His blood 

dropped. He shrugged and threw his hands up in the air. Smiles of several kinds rolled 

out from under the awning. They nestled in his palms like small birds. 
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Eye of the Dragon 

Lawrence Pratt 
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McWay Falls 

Lawrence Pratt 
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Unspeakable 

Lynda Levy 

 

 

“You told her we’re dieting, right?” I whisper to my mother as we enter the elevator to 

my grandmother’s third floor apartment. 

“You made too much,” I say when I see the dining table crammed with platters of 

fruit, gefilte fish, cottage cheese, and tuna salad. 

“But everything’s low-fat,” my grandmother announces proudly. I spoon some 

pineapple chunks onto a paper plate. 

The Swartzberg House for the Jewish Elderly in Skokie, Illinois, is an unlikely shrine, 

but it’s high on my pilgrimage list whenever I visit Chicago from Los Angeles. Now that 

my mother’s mother is officially old—in her 80s—it’s important to show up. The truth is 

that my grandmother’s always seemed old to me. Penciled in eyebrows, shapeless 

housedresses, a faint scent of mothballs penetrating even her strongest perfume. No 

matter how long she’s been in the U.S., her Polish “Old Country” aura is as strong as 

ever. 

My grandmother asks the predictable questions, and I answer as if from a well-worn 

script. Job—the same clinical psychology practice. Dates—a few, but no one exciting. 

Living situation—a safe apartment in a decent neighborhood. I don’t bring up a suicidal 

patient I felt I’d failed, a lover who suddenly realized he was gay, or my struggle to find a 

neighborhood in L.A. I want to settle in. I’m relieved when she and my mother shift to 

Yiddish so I can tune them out without guilt. 

I gaze around the small living room. An Israeli calendar that looks like it’s from the 

1960s hangs among generic prints on the painted white walls. Purple African violets in 

green plastic pots sit on every available surface. The late June sun pours in through 

tightly shut windows. The room gets stuffier as the afternoon progresses. Does everyone 

become impervious to heat when they get older? Sweating and bored, I grab the lone 
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photo album from among the few books on the coffee table. I stare at random out-of-

focus faces. Who are these people? 

I turn a plastic covered cardboard page and a wallet-sized print falls out, drifting to 

the floor. I retrieve it and immediately recognize Leon, my mother’s brother who died a 

few years before I was born. I was named after him, but I know nothing about him. In 

the photo, he’s wearing a dark blazer, a white shirt, and a tie. Wavy brown hair peeks out 

from under a tasseled graduation cap. His smile reminds me of pictures of my mother at 

the same age. I wish he could speak. I stare at the photo, then look up, seriously trying to 

engage for the first time this afternoon. “Oh, it’s Leon,” I say. 

The Yiddish buzzing stops, but neither my mother nor my grandmother meets my 

eyes. 

Maybe it’s the suffocating heat, maybe it’s the sense that I don’t exist in this room, 

but I feel compelled to push. “It’s Leon,” I say, a little more forcefully, but the room has 

gone quiet. Somewhere in the building, a door slams shut. A muffled car engine turns 

over in the parking lot. I slip Leon’s picture back into the album’s center, without lifting 

the plastic, for fear that other photos might fall out. 

“The tuna salad’s good,” I pronounce, to no one in particular. 
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Clean White Page 

Holly Hershberger 

 

 

A sharpened pencil 

and a clean white page 

are irresistible, simple 

The delicacy of new strokes 

is like 

licking 

virgin 

skin 

  

Scrawling on receipts 

on coffee stained napkins on airplane meal trays 

on crumpled to-do lists found in the bottom of an old purse 

with a broken crayon you saved for toddler emergencies 

or a cheap bank pen that you have to press with all your might 

is 

a quickie, 

in the shower, 

before the children wake, 

for the 

thousandth 

wonderful 

time 
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Seventh Grade Jock Strap 

Kenneth Pobo 

 

 

While moving, I found it 

in the original box, Bike, 

the company name. It had 

  

died in a drawer 

I never opened anymore. At 12, 

having never worn one before, 

  

I didn’t know how to put it on. 

Word got around school 

before the bell rang– 

  

this horrible thing clung 

too intimately, whenever 

we had gym, the locker room 

  

like a huge foot coming down 

on an ant. Today when I saw it, 

I sensed danger, 

 

like twenty junior high schoolers 

had surrounded the house, 

each with gasoline and matches, 

  

me locked in, the pacing cats 

about to slip 

under the bed. 
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Prophecy 

Mitchell Grabois 

 

 

1. 

  

I’m warning you 

  

You’re in deep trouble 

You haven’t obeyed 

You haven’t even listened 

  

God is angry 

He went to the trouble to create the whole world 

and you can’t do any better 

than this? 

  

My prophecy is: 

Expect punishment 

  

Did you see what He did to the Egyptians? 

Nine plagues of pain 

and then 

for the grand finale 

He killed their firstborn sons 

  

But God is also a modern god 

He’s cooked up some new, high-tech punishments 

that you really don’t want Him 

to try out 

on you 
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So get your act together, man 

while you still can 

  

2. 

  

My father was a prophet 

Mitchell, I’m warning you, he said 

Why can’t you listen? 

Why can’t you obey? 

  

Look what you’re doing to your mother 

I’ve gone through all the trouble 

to give you a comfortable life 

and you can’t do any better 

than this? 

  

For punishment 

to teach me to act better 

he removed the belt 

from his dark suit 

  

or used the psychological techniques 

in which the FBI had trained him 

when they awarded him a 

high-level security clearance 

for his work designing bombers 

for the Pentagon 

  

In the last days of his dying 

my father, the prophet 

kept trying to pull the tubes from his arms 

so the nurses put cloth restraints around his wrists 

and tied them to the bed rails 
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When I visited him, 

in his still harsh voice 

he ordered me to remove them 

  

I can’t do that, Dad, I told him 

It’s for your own good 

  

Mitchell, I’m warning you, he threatened 

as in the days of old 

  

Those were his last words to me 
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Collection 

Patricia Jacaban Miranda 

 

 

Her laugh skirts round my question, 

What should we do with Mom’s collection? 

Oh, she says, reaching to shut the blue eyes 

of Princess Diana, you can have them. 

I don’t have the space. 

  

She’s embarrassed. But I’m considering. 

The dolls, arranged by fairy tale 

and dusted faithfully 

on a schedule, stare with plastic hope. 

  

I know keeping won’t fix 

all she said and did to make us 

beautiful and clean. As we pack them, 

  

at least we make sure 

no one goes in face down. 

At least we don’t giggle 

as we stretch tape across the box 

and mark it “Donate.” 
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☼↓ (Sundown) 

Stephen Wack 

 

 

Humidity Index: 84%. 

  

High: 92° / Low: 65° / Feels Like: 98°. 

  

Temperature: Something Temporary. Always coming and always going. Was only just 

some fiery summer evening an hour ago. The same clouds still hanging overhead in fat 

billows like smoke trapped in a room. 

  

Wind: NW 6 mph. A slight breeze moves through you over your clothes that stick tight 

to your skin like a vacuum seal. 

  

Precipitation: 100% Beneath Your Arms / Between Your Legs. Eighteen minutes spent 

changing out one shirt for the next for another, paired with whatever shorts to feel 

comfortable, to appear careless but not homeless, and without the awkward pocket 

bulges to distract from the truth you’ve got a decent set of legs. Yet still, somehow you 

settled to wear the one bright-colored shirt most prone to sweat through, as thin as 

cheesecloth, and between your legs is a hot gooey mess the exact consistency of a melted 

candy bar. 

  

Sundown: ☼↓ 8:47 pm. 

  

Visibility: A Scenic Scene. Fireflies and train tracks and lush green almost everywhere 

that looks more and more blue in the evolving dark. A tree swing with a wooden trapeze 
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seat sits suspended over a dirt clearing where enough feet have kicked and pushed and 

scraped away every last trace of grass. She brings you here like a secret. Outside of town. 

You push her and she pushes you. Higher. Higher. With hands that are sweating. With 

hands that are conscious of touching another’s body. Not too high and not too low, 

either. You’re both young, vulnerable, lost human beings gone in the woods with a 

stranger, this is not some excuse to play grab-ass and get handsy, you dirty asshole. 

Ashamed of your ways of thinking. Ashamed of feeling ashamed of your ways of 

thinking. Ashamed of feeling. 

  

High: Enough To Feel The Air Through All Your Non-Existent Hair. The two of you, 

bald. Impulsive. In search of something that feels like looks like self-control. Outside of 

comfort. Pushed high up like the fireflies. Brains light up like the fireflies with electrical 

signaling of dopamine and oxytocin and serotonin kept inside in-check inhibited by 

antidepressants and by habit. Talks punctuated like the fireflies, broken up into flashy 

revelations of your collective persons, of past of presence of hypothetical future, all in 

efforts to attract, and sometimes not. Talks of teenage drunk driving. Episodic self-

rebellion. Shared skin, sweat, bodily fluids with others. Isolated scares of pregnancy and 

venereal disease and anything that even faintly resembles intimacy. Talks of how 

exhausting it is sometimes to just be a person. Of how none of us asked for any of this—

to be born with a brain and heart and sweat glands that sometimes short-circuit and 

catch fire like some broken machine—to exist is not your fault but it is your problem. 

Talks of how this and other melancholy topics with another with someone like her 

somehow seem to make the whole problem easier to deal with. Talks of how this, 

whatever this is, is a date, and is actually going quite well. 

  

Pressure: ↑Something Social ↑Something Heavy ↑Something Gaining. A deep, guttural 

howl in the distance warns of an oncoming train. Explosive as it approaches you both 

closer-closer-evercloser. Floods the night with noise and attraction and distraction from 

the fact that you’re smiling to yourself like a dumb idiot, and thank goodness it’s so dark 
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she can’t see you nor your chipped front tooth you’ve kept hidden beneath your curled 

lip this entire time but still wonder if maybe she’s definitely smiling like an idiot, too. 

  

Dew Point: Commit This Moment To Memory To Fiction To Body. Go one more time in 

the pitch black on the swing to swing high and bust your ass. Pick at the scab that forms 

until your skin calls it quits on healing just like the grass beneath has quit on growing. 

Consider taking her hand in yours and holding them together there until sweat drips 

between them like a faucet until your heart stops racing the train until it passes back 

into the distance the darkness a comfortable silence and then still hold hands some 

more. 

  

Feels Like: 180°. 

  

Feels Like: A Good Sort of Terrifying°. 

  

Feels Like: A Forest Fire In Your Chest In Your Bowels In Your Head A Fire That No 

Amount Of Caffeine Or Cold Showers Or TV Or Sleep Can Ever Be Enough To Put 

Yourself Out There In The World Is The Scariest Fucking Thing My God I Swear You 

Swear Sometimes It’s So Much Easier To Shut The Blinds Lock The Doors Turn Off The 

Lights And Never Lay Eyes On Another Soul Again If It Means Being That Much More 

Safe From The Threat Of Enduring A Pain So Entirely Outside Of Your Own Control A 

Feeling You Can’t Just Shave Away On A Whim And Start At Ground Zero And Maybe 

Grow Back Over Time Maybe So Dependent On Another’s Reciprocated Care That You 

No Longer Feel Like One Cohesive Person But Only A Scattered Body Of Fireflies 

Flashing Bright Like Green Little Astroillogical Constellations For The Sake Of 

Attraction For The Sake Of Lighting Up The Darkness For The Sake Of Another Until It 

  

Feels Like: It’s Time To Go°. You don’t kiss each other goodbye because there still exists 

the slightest doubt of what this will be after what it’s just been. These things take time. 
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No need to rush. And plus, you’re not really sure what your breath tastes like other than 

dry and gone. “Goodbye,” “Goodbye.” 

  

Low: The Return Back Home. Try your best to keep down the cereal you have for dinner. 

Take the shit you’ve been holding in all night. Take a shower. Avoid staring holes into 

your naked body in front of the mirror trying to see in you what she sees in you, 

wondering just how truly long that mirage can last. Brush your teeth over the kitchen 

sink. Avoid relentlessly checking your phone with that sort of horrible desperate 

expectation. Feel ashamed. Be exhausted. Masturbate to help you fall asleep with sweat 

as a natural lubricant. Remember. Remember that to exist is not your fault. Consider 

some day having kids of your own. Consider being a father like your own father. 

Consider having a vasectomy. Consider self-castration. Lose your erection. Check your 

phone. Lose your mind. Read a book in bed in a dim light with words you won’t 

comprehend but will still bring up in casual conversation with her next time because you 

know it’s only going to get harder and harder to seem smart funny interesting sane. Be 

honest about who you are. Scatterbrained like the fireflies. Tell her all of this next time. 

  

High: There’s Going To Be A Next Time. 
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Sun Dial 

Ashley Parker Owens 
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Dumpster Diving 

Lou Aguilar 
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In Which I am a Dog 

Suzanne Cody 

 

 

Pause, sniff. Pause, sniff. Blocking traffic, foot traffic. Oblivious to passers-by who, like 

gullible patsies who point and look up when one person points and looks up, start 

sniffing—but subtly. The slightest suggestion of inhalation. Sniffing is an indelicate 

habit. One should not sniff unless a scent is being proffered, and only if that scent is, 

perhaps, a lemony poesy of verbena or an aromatic lentil soup. 

My husband, hyper-conscious of the maintenance of social mores, is bothered—I am 

ground zero for this explosion of undignified nasal activity. I don’t care. I can’t care. 

I smell something. 

A twist of the head side to side, a lift of the chin, I search for the one thread among 

all the threads—sorting through the dirt-sweet pig manure on someone’s boots, the 

burning diesel engine, the tang of dirty toddler, the bitter pungency of a wheelchair-

bound homeless man parked on the corner with his cardboard plea. “What is that smell? 

Where’s it coming from?” Piquant, a little flowery, a touch of citrus. A rosehip blossom 

in the urban plot edging the bank building, a young lesbian’s first boy-cologne drifting 

on the breeze, a steamy cup of herbal tea in the hand of a girl on a park bench. 

My husband tugs at my elbow, distracting: “What are you? A dog?” He smelled spicy 

this morning, the tiniest bit sweaty after being bundled up against the air-conditioning 

all night. Nutmeggy, cinnamony, like something you’d add to a pie. I call it the “baby 

making smell,” and spoon up to his back to shove my nose into the curve of his neck or 

the spot between his shoulder blades. It makes me want to do the baby-making thing 

and make babies, nutmeggy, cinnamony babies with warm little bodies to hold up to my 

face and huff. 

Baby-smell arouses the same reward centers in the brain as food, which is why 

mothers speak so disturbingly of munching on fat little bellies and thighs. Babies smell 

like food. Tempting, delectable, dopamine-triggering food. My daughter’s infant-scent 
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recalled rising bread dough, which I thought was lovely—like my childhood kitchen on 

winter afternoons when my mother spent the day baking. But a more experienced mom 

lifted my wee ball of yeastiness into her lap and ran her pinky between the soft rolls of 

neck-fat. “It’s breast milk,” she said of the pale, cheesy substance that clung to her 

fingertip. “Your baby is fermenting.” 

Now sixteen, my daughter makes smells. The gasses produced by her inefficient 

digestive system have no discernable effect on her, but are, nonetheless, potently toxic, 

poisoning the entire house and driving me to open windows, turn on fans, clasp 

perfume-soaked handkerchiefs over my mouth and nose. But my once-yeasty not-baby 

has no day-to-day smell. She’ll not bathe for days and my pungence-detection apparatus 

draws a complete blank—no armpit sweat, foot-funk, halitosis, vaginal whiffiness—

pubescently invisible. The girl is a slate unmarked. 

Puberty was less kind to my brother—his little-boy aroma of dirt and sunshine 

replaced at the age of twelve with a stale, sweaty man-funk that spun me sideways 

whenever I tried to enter his room, or sit next to him on the couch, or hug him. I love my 

brother, but even as an adult he invariably reeks of mildew or limburger cheese, even 

first thing in the morning before he’s begun his daily round of sweating, even fresh out 

of the shower. This is the biology of smell. The bodies of people who we are supposed to 

have sex with, or who require our care, smell good to us (use common sense to know the 

difference). The rest of the population is either foetid or scentless. 

My father smells terrible, like dying. He is not my responsibility. Decades of heavy 

drinking left him in a state of pickled preservation, unable to die. Without plumbing or 

running water in his backwoods state-built shack, he pisses right off his front step and 

never bathes. He shits his pants, years of alcohol having eaten away muscle control. Left 

untended, he rots. I visited home not long ago and perched on the edge of his grey-

sheeted bed for an hour or more, breathing through my mouth and making 

uncomfortable conversation about something that I can’t now remember because all my 

brain and body could process was the inescapable, stupefying stench—a shout, a scream, 

a rotting blanket thrown over my head. Shit and piss and sour sweat, unwashed bedding 

and cigarette butts and spilled liquor and spoiling food, and the sick, sad putrescence of 

his decaying body. 
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Right now, the whisper of scent that has me nose-up and hunting in the street ends 

at a girl walking a few yards in front of me, summer-dressed and sandaled and wafting 

deliciously. I skip ahead to catch up, snuff around her like a horny Labrador, all but 

humping her leg in my excitement. The fragrance she wears tugs at my olfactory nerve, 

prods at my amygdala, my hippocampus, igniting memory and emotion. 

I’m in the single hallway of my rural high school, dodging girls assaultively spritzing 

this exact cologne on each other and themselves, the same one that counterpointed the 

sweet-hot girl-sweat of my best friend’s room, and her skin, and her clothes, the best 

friend with whom I spent four endless adolescent years desperately in love. 

“What is that perfume?” I say as I come abreast of my sweet-scented target, half in 

love again though I know that her false pheromone is just cheating my biology. 

She smiles at me, all Midwest-honey hair and American-blue eyes. “Charlie.” 

“You smell wonderful.” People like it when you tell them they smell wonderful. 

Mostly. 

I drop back behind her and, olfactorily satisfied, try to tuck my nose into my 

husband’s neck, but he shrugs me off. I growl like a thwarted puppy and try again.  
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Tuesday is Trash Day 

Mary Ann Honaker 

 

 

The skittering sunlight is a honey-lemon hue, 

replacing winter’s glare, washed-out and sullen. 

I walk in sneakers instead of boots, without 

gloves or a cap, a scarf even. 

  

Shine and shadow make a lattice of lines 

under the still-barren trees. I need 

a tidy mind like that. I’d like 

a well-tended row of peonies, please— 

  

But it’s trash day and the barrels 

are out, windblown on the walkway, 

overturned, stench lingering. 

I weave down the street to avoid them. 

  

A sparrow sings merrily atop 

a discarded computer monitor. 

A single new green leaf has fallen. 

I dodge dogs and at the Common 

 

veer to the blue of the cove, where 

polished water sapphires, but the shore 

is a mess from yesterday’s rain 

and swollen tide. Like love is a mess 
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I tell myself, like family is, like 

the mind. Nasty wads of paper 

and plastic bags wetly wrap 

god knows what. I walk a wide arc 

  

around it in the sodden grass, 

not wanting to look. Like love 

is a mess, like I try not to remember 

the dream where a friend I thought 

  

was a friend leaned forward mid- 

sentence and kissed me, gently, 

timidly. After, we stepped back, 

regarded one another with abashed alarm. 

  

I walk a wide arc around. Ahead, 

budding birch trees are frizzled 

with crimson agitation. And what 

is budding in me, flaring redly? 

  

What green thing will unfurl and flatten 

whether or not I stay here to watch? 

What has washed up on my shore? 

Who will drag the dirty barrels away? 
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Cat Delis 

Matt Dennison 

 

 

With a movement of night 

shapes rustle the oak tree’s 

foliate passage to trunk, 

lower, lower, several 

headfirst to ground, 

across short grass, 

sidewalk, big grass, 

up handrail porch 

to gather handfuls 

of cat food, crunch, 

nibble and chew with 

unworried glances at 

myself and the stray cat 

frozen en pointe on my 

leg only some feet away 

in our smoking chair before, 

satisfied, waddling over porch 

into grass, entering our sewer’s 

vast transport system to visit 

cat delis all over town. 
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In Short 

Matt Dennison 

 

 

I like tools. 

I like spatulas. 

I like good shoes 

and Kikkoman soy sauce. 

  

I like that thing 

that fixes that 

other thing and 

the other thing 

that fixes that. 

  

I like tape dispensers 

and staplers 

and paper 

and rolls of stamps 

and paperweights 

and envelopes 

and photographs 

of old typewriters 

I no longer have to use. 

 

I appreciate good scissors. 

  

I like extra-virgin olive oil 

and cast-iron skillets 

and onions and garlic 

and not-too- cheap cuts of meat. 
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I like old cameras 

and competent socks 

and pants that fit 

and good guitars 

and good-enough coffee 

and swift razor blades 

and pretty-good sweaters 

and bear-claw bathtubs 

and candles and oil lamps 

and fat blankets. 

  

I like fireplaces that work 

and antique rugs 

hung from the walls 

under paintings 

by obscure child artists. 

  

I like hourglasses 

and magnifying glasses 

and cheap reading glasses 

and prisms and 

fossils and 

stamps and 

arrowheads and 

things made of brass 

— skeletons 

maps 

old coins 

foreign coins 

falling-apart books 

and stairs that lead upstairs: 
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In short: 

  

external actuals that in holding 

or beholding ease our access 

to actual internal selves. 
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Working Again 

Jennifer Judge 

 

 

I want to see things again rather than thinking I know— 

these fits and starts of believing what is true. 

  

The dog licks her bone, her work. This is real. 

  

And at desks all over the world, people tap at keys, 

answer telephones, write letters, fix cups of coffee. 

  

An endless lapping of tongues, waves of this. 

  

But sometimes cream stirred into too dark coffee bursts into streaks 

of lightning to pulse down into the black sky of the cup, 

  

and we find ourselves caught on the edges of what is real. 
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Pigeon Sky 

John Davis Sr.  

 

 

When evening comes in the country this time of year 

clouds layer across the sky 

like pigeons ashy gray 

with bars of darker smudge. 

Setting sunlight behind them sometimes. 

Cosmic bird wings 

enveloping our side of the earth. 

  

When I was a boy there was the occasional pigeon 

in a flock the color of dusty brick. 

Rose or rust would have been too highfalutin. 

They gave the flock variety. 

Although unlike white pigeons they could not grant wishes. 

I guess dominant genes took care of them. 

I remember them fondly, like passenger trains. 

  

Here’s the thing: 

tonight driving home 

I saw the pigeon sky layered with ashy gray 

with bars of darker smudge 

but in front of them came clouds of dusty brick 

like those old time pigeons 

when the sun shone on them from behind. 
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Good Time 

Michael Chin 

 

 

There’s no such thing as a good time to clean the dorm. If it’s morning, the kids are on 

the go to class, waking up at all hours, and if you’re in their way, it’s a nuisance and they 

file a complaint with the residence director. 

Early afternoon and it’s after lunchtime and people need to poop out the Salisbury 

steak or whatever the dining hall served that day. But how long to wait? And how long is 

too long before dinner, when the kids emerge from naps, study, or smoke sessions and 

need to pee and you’re in the way again. 

So, I wait. Between periods of vacuuming the hallways and scrubbing toilets and 

showers and sinks. Between cleaning out the trash from the garbage rooms. Most of us 

wait in the break room downstairs by the bank of laundry machines, but I prefer to see 

the people I’m cleaning up after. The nice ones make eye contact, smile, even say hi. The 

others walk by. These are the ones, I’m sure, who throw up in stairwells on a Friday 

night and don’t tell anyone. 

They gossip. 

I remember when gossip was knowing our first-grade teacher, Mrs. Curly’s first 

name (Elizabeth) or in high school when Johnny Reds let us all know that after the hall 

monitors chased the smokers from the football field at lunch, they smoked there 

themselves. 

I liked that kind of gossip; I wonder if these kids might, too, or if they will someday 

later, when they’re old and not subject to uglier gossip like that the curly haired boy in 

room 214 masturbates four times a day or that the girl who always wears black on the 

sixth floor drew the swastika on the dumpster out back last fall. 

Or worst, the rumor about Big Head in room 305, Dimples in 308. 
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Word around the dorm was that Big Head had a girlfriend in the army. Guys gave 

him a hard time, asking what was he sending a girl to the military for, around all those 

big dudes who’d be ripped by design. Worst-case scenario, she’d cheat on him the first 

night there and pick a different partner every night after. At best, she’d come back a girl 

who could kick his ass. 

I heard he passed around a picture of this girl and she was a knockout and that shut 

up the guys, never mind that she was a human being and probably didn’t need her high 

school sweetheart’s blessing to enlist. 

But then Big Head and Dimples started hanging out. I’d see them loading laundry 

machines together in the morning, sitting shoulder-to-shoulder in the lounge watching 

TV, holding hands on their way back from class, and finally I saw her coming out of his 

room one early morning. 

Weekend mornings are the best bet to clean all parts of the dorm in one pass. When 

most of the kids sleep in and its quiet and still—no one waiting on you to remove the wet 

floor sign, no one dumping their leftovers in the trash seconds after you’ve changed the 

liner. 

I found Big Head in the stairwell one of those Saturdays. Considerate enough not to 

wake his roommate. “I’m glad you’re coming, too,” he said. “No shame in it. And you’ll 

fit right in here next semester. No really. I’m so excited. We’re going to have a great 

time.” 

He looked up and saw me at the foot of the stairs. Big Head was one of the nice ones, 

who’d ask how I was doing and wait for the answer. This day, he studied his arms and 

kept talking. 

I cleaned the women’s bathroom on the third floor. I was on the second sink when I 

heard the whimper. 

Dimples was on her butt in the shower. It was dry at least—the shower, not her face, 

of course—I don’t think anyone had bathed yet. 

There was an empty orange shampoo bottle on the shelf above her, bent in the 

middle like someone had squeezed it hard to get out the last bits. One of my pet peeves. 
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Not that it’s hard for me to throw a bottle in the trash, but it’s not any harder for the 

person using it to—the person who was naked with it and kept it in the room where she 

sleeps these past couple months. 

Dimples didn’t have dimples that morning, only when she smiled. Instead, she had 

snot stretched from her nostrils to her lips and she smelled like bed. She was wearing 

brown and blue plaid pajama pants, just like the ones Big Head was wearing on the 

stairs. 

She flinched when I sat down. I sat so close to her, not touching but nearer than I 

usually sat to the students. They got nervous. 

I did what Mom would when I got sad, and leaned on my side, took the roll of 

Lifesavers from my pocket, and unrolled the wrapper, peeled back the foil and paper so 

the top one, a green one, was out in the open. 

She looked to it, to me, back to the Lifesaver and took it. It took a little tug to break it 

free from the one beneath it, yellow, but it snapped off soon enough and it was in her 

mouth. I ate the yellow one. 

They candy was warm and sticky from my pocket, but it tasted normal after a couple 

seconds in my mouth. Just sweet. And hard. Melting by degrees. 

When mine was down to a sliver too small not to chew, I pulled down the wrapper 

and offered her another. A red one. I thought we might go through the rest of the roll 

like this. 

She looked at it, then at me, then got up. Mumbled thanks and left the shower stall, 

then the bathroom altogether. 

So I sucked on the red one myself, and I got back to work. 
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Art Deco Aficionado 

George Howlett 
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Monster in a Dress Shop, No. 6 

Christine Stoddard 
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Dumpling 

Lily Crooks 

 

 

What is a dumpling exactly, is a dumpling the folded over circle of translucent dough 

filled with savory meats and spices, its edges pressed carefully together and uniformly 

patterned with the tines of a fork or folded just so like the pleats in a mid-length skirt, or 

perhaps they are the soup dumplings with the wrapper forming a small cup to be filled 

with hot and salty broth, then the top pinched and puckered shut and then they are 

steamed or pan fried and served in a bamboo tray by 

  

hands that are practiced in the folding, hands that make those tiny pleats exactly the 

same each time, hands that know how much stuffing just from the weight of it and ball 

up the precise amount of minced pork and chives and garlic so that the delicate noodle-

like wrapper doesn’t burst when cooked, or are 

  

dumplings more like one solid mass, the German style, made from stale bread broken 

into one inch by one inch pieces, then mixed with eggs and milk until there is bowl of 

gooey mass that can be balled into softball sized wads of starchy plainness and served on 

an undecorated ceramic place with sour kraut and pork by 

  

hands that are strong and world weary, and maybe even calloused from breaking apart 

bread so old most of it was eaten last Christmas and so all that was left was the heel, and 

too many stale heels in a basket of bread is enough to tire any hands so maybe these 

slices were broken with the handle of a knife, but there are also 
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dumplings served with chicken soup where perfect, airy puffs of Bisquick float like 

clouds above a simmering cauldron of a thick, plain looking stew that relies on quarter-

sized slices of carrots and a generous helping of celery for color, but don’t be fooled: 

these are not biscuits because they do not have the right consistency, in fact, they have 

no consistency at all and they are like eating a slightly more dense spoonful of whipped 

cream and this dish is scooped carefully with a deep ladle and served in a bowl by 

  

hands that are tentative, and maybe uncertain in the kitchen, hands that can confidently 

open a can of Campbell’s soup and mix the boxed flour product with water, then scoop 

the mixture up with one spoon and then with another spoon, scrape it into to misshapen 

plops that rest semi submerged in the soup, so that the hands don’t have to get too 

messy in the process, and the hands trust that the magic  of the premixed ingredients 

and factory seasoned canned dinners will make a tasty and more or less visually 

appealing dish but the question remains, what exactly is a 

  

dumpling? 
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They Can’t All be Gems, but Some of Them Are 

Emily Diane 

 

 

the unexplored humanity in 

all of us 

is the ticket to our salvation 

  

I mean, if you’re into 

care of the Earth, the infinite 

kindness within, moongazing, 

that sort of thing. 

  

a crow lands on a branch, 

silently watching our 

destruction of beauty. 

  

I am tired of writing about 

the you, 

I want to write of the fiery red rose 

blooming among medicinal hips, 

I want to write of mussels and oysters 

that rarely slip into my mouth, but 

live on in the deep sea’s undulation 

forever 

(everything is a pearl) 

(everything is a pearl) 
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I want to dissolve the boundary, 

the distinction, the disconnect, 

from me to you 

(you see, I cannot stop with the you) 

but, for now, I’ll settle on this– — 

  

the crow has begun to caw, 

his branch remains silent. 

church bells ring in the distance. 

the grey sky of morning cannot keep 

the sunlight at bay, 

light shines on the darkest feather. 
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Inferior Mirages 

Richard King Perkins II 

 

 

Your return trip on the bus is distorting storefronts, 

heat shimmers bending glass and steel 

as you adjust in your seat, 

trying to find something closer to comfortable 

  

but enjoying the natural consequences 

of the past few hours, the lingering ache, 

the comingled sweat captured by the inside 

of your clothing. 

  

Early evening, autumn birds come to rest 

in the parkway trees as you pour lavender Epsom salts 

and lemon verbena oil into your bathwater. 

Through the window, your attention shifts 

  

from brick to brick, the momentary splash 

of a starling across your field of view 

where the painted ads erode, flake in neglect 

and there remains only water, sky, inferior mirages; 

  

details already lost to shadows 

denying their attachment to solidity. 
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wondering if you remember hearing about a 

vietnamese summer, springfield mass 

Woody Woodger 

 

 

a girl sat in front of cartoons 

to learn English. 

 

bonsai trees and  Jesus posters. 

we watch her pull at her skirt, 

 

taking off the pixie-dust  sequins before 

the washer could. 

 

 

she asked, but mom says a cold 

 

hose will have to do 

instead of the pool. 

 

i can’t remember if we found it funny or sad, but remember 

how she watched 

so much TV that she thought  birds 

really could have hands— 

 

 

their wings blooming into bony palms 

when she tossed 

 

them pebbles. 
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Over and Back 

Devon Balwit 

 

 

I fall asleep beneath the jasmine arbor; 

this is how I hope death will be— 

sweet-scented, inexorable, 

dregs of red wine at my feet— 

  

a humming bird perches on the Crocosmia, 

calling and calling in shrill clarion; 

another challenges and they duel, 

the susurration of leaves applauding swoop and dive. 

  

Stirred by the thrum of wings, 

my soul returns to sweaty flesh, 

to the chirrups of these bellicose Charons, 

preventing my premature crossing over. 
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$0.99 

Sam Leuenberger 

 

 

There was a man who was infiltrating the unlocked homes of strangers, armed with 

only a portable audio device. Once inside the home, the man concealed himself in an 

unoccupied room and covertly increased the volume of his device to full power. When he 

pressed play, the device unleashed a one-minute-and-thirty-second-long recording of an 

assault rifle opening fire, ten years previously, on shoppers at a crowded mall in 

Davenport, Iowa. The attacker’s objective was twofold: first, in the short-term, he 

wished to inflict on his victims feelings of panic and fear. Second, in the long-term, he 

hoped to injure his victims’ sense of security at home and in public, which he was able to 

do, invariably, to great effect. 

For three weeks, the attacker, Liam Manning, 23, an unemployed white male with 

the equivalent of an associate degree in welding from New Castle School of Trades, 

terrorized the denizens of Crawford and Venango counties. Then, finally, one night, 

Manning was captured. He was interrogated by police. They asked him, Why? 

“Why would you prey upon the innocent? Don’t you realize people can’t sleep at 

night because of you? They can’t relax in their homes in front of the television. They 

can’t jog in the park or go grocery shopping without feeling as if they might be 

ambushed, at any moment, by a gunman.” 

Manning shrugged. “The way I see it,” he explained, “I’m a first-class terrorist. All 

these other guys are schmoes, chumps, amateurs. I don’t need to shoot anybody. All I 

have to do is play a little recording.” The police locked Manning up in a state 

penitentiary where he awaited trial. 

Six days later, a man wielding a portable audio device of similar design interrupted a 

showing of The Magnificent Seven at a movie theater in Guthrie, Oklahoma after 

unleashing a recording of the same sounds of public melee employed by Manning 

during his spree in Pennsylvania. As members of the audience scrambled for the exits, 
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the attacker munched popcorn and slurped on a soft drink in his stadium-style seat 

replete with reclining mechanism and dual cup holders, awaiting the arrival of police. 

The following Monday, a nine-year-old boy in Indiana, Pennsylvania played the 

recording in an elementary school cafeteria and two children, both boys, were life-

flighted to Allegheny General Hospital in Pittsburgh for what at first appeared to be 

myocardial infarctions. 

“There is no rhyme or reason to the motives of these criminals,” Chief of Indiana, 

Pennsylvania Police, Rod Mirth, announced at a press conference. “There’s no way to 

predict an attack such as those being suffered by people in communities across the 

country.” 

Chief Mirth could share the information, however, that according to sources, each of 

the attackers, including the elementary-school-aged boy, had downloaded the audio 

weapon off of the Internet at a cost of $0.99. 
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The Instructor’s Major Strengths 

Sam Leuenberger 

 

 

Q: What were the instructor’s major strengths? 

A: The instructor is a delightful and fit woman with a servant’s heart. She brings snacks 

and wears durable clothing, is prim, considerate, and responsible. This semester, the 

instructor has been, to so many of us, in so many ways, a blessing. The instructor was 

everything we dreamed our instructor would be and more. It is for this reason we, the 

class, would like to organize a court of kite fliers to assemble on the instructor’s front 

lawn. The court will fly kites of many colors and be accompanied by a brass band. Also 

at the assembly there will be beverages, all non-alcoholic, so that attendees may develop 

a credible memory of the occasion and also so that the purity of our merriment will not 

be enhanced unduly; furthermore, attendees will wear sneakers or sandals, to keep the 

event casual. No other foot attire can be permitted. Not even Birkenstocks, which, 

according to our instructor, resemble sandals but, in fact, are not sandals but a crude, 

leather-hewn mockery. 

At the climax of the celebration held in our instructor’s honor, there will be the 

feeding of a baby goat to a crocodile, which will be monitored  by a trained professional 

who will have on his person, at all times, a metal rod with a hook on the end, which he 

will be able to use, if need be, to reprimand the crocodile, and even gouge out its pink 

eye if, say, the croc becomes agitated, which we, the organizers of the event, possess 

paperwork explaining that the likelihood of an outburst such as this one is, to be sure, 

slim. If it does happen, however, it will be because the crocodile was provoked, possibly 

by a small woodland animal, perhaps a chipmunk, or, and this one is the more likely, by 

one of the young women currently earning a certification in the area of Foreign 

Language Instruction who, we all agree, frequently wears a pungent variety of fragrance 

that could potentially irritate the crocodile. 
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Just before the crocodile is being fed the infant goat, the attendees of the event will 

invite our instructor out onto the lawn by starting a slow clap. The clap will begin at a 

volume and tempo piano-adagio and crescendo all the way to fortissimo-allegrissimo, an 

achievement which will be facilitated by the conductor of the brass band who has 

experience, his C.V. says, that qualifies him to direct an ensemble of persons gathered to 

perform a clap of this variety. At the climax of the clapping, the croc will be allowed to 

become agitated and then erect, cuing our instructor who will have been, up until this 

point, playfully held in bondage, blindfolded, by a man in a ski-mask who is going to 

turn out to be, we are assured, the brother of our instructor’s husband; at any rate, it will 

be at this very moment, the crescendo and climax of the slow-clap, that our instructor 

will step out onto the lawn and register immediately, the visages of each and every 

attendee of this gathering, which will, again, be composed of everyone on the roster of 

our class (with an attendance record of 80% or higher), including other auxiliary 

personnel and waitstaff as well as faculty guests and one of those clowns who can tie 

dog-shaped balloons; then, and only then, will she encounter, at last, the demure, 

insensate face of the baby goat just as it, the baby goat, is lowered within jaw range of 

the crocodile and captured with an almighty crunch. 

Our instructor will faint. Tiny diamond-shaped kites will be suspended in the air, 

remote. Then a modest felt-capped mallet will be used, by me, to strike the minorest key 

on a xylophone, and that tone, mixed with a dog’s bark and our remorse, will cue us all 

to freeze in our revelry, a veritable brueghel of celebrants. 

There will be no photographers allowed on the premises. 
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Sparkle 

Christine Brandel 
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Curl in Rain 

Christine Brandel 
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Big Mama and the Uncertain Leap 

Kelly Dorgan 

 

 

I live in a place that evokes fear, a place deformed by layers and layers of pulse-racing 

images, of intoxicating whiskey-dark stories. 

Similar to the physical formation of my homeland, the southern part of the 

Appalachian range, there has been a collision above the surface: the clashing 

contradictory binaries about nobility and savagery mirror the ancient collision of plates 

that thrust the mountain chain up and out. Sharp words and dirty tales about this land 

have deposited themselves like layers of sediment and rock, creating a sooty narrative. 

For most of my life, I’ve observed that (re)creation: watching movies and cartoons, 

reading books and magazines, all showing me what others thought us to be—whisper-

thin, gun-toting, gummy-mouthed, and above all, hostile and ignorant. 

As I write this, I’m thinking I too would have been terrified of Southern Appalachia if 

I hadn’t spent the bulk of my life here. I evolved from child to adult in this place, and I 

understand what William Schumann explains in Appalachia Revisited: New 

Perspectives on Place, Tradition, and Progress. He tells us that places get made by 

human interactions across time in a physical space. This home of mine got made, in 

part, by others’ stories. In response, I offer my own, defying and revising what’s been 

told (and not told). 

When I talk about my place, I often start by telling about the marvels here. Time and 

again, I’ve watched a cloak of clouds cover blue ridges, making them disappear. I’ve seen 

mist, translucent as dragonfly wings, swallow towns whole. I’ve also been baptized by 

rainwater pouring from oak leaves and been reborn in pitch-black caves. I wish others 

could absorb this world as I have, especially those who add to the layers of stories about 

Southern Appalachia. 

That’s why I’m compelled to write this tale about Big Mama, acknowledging the fear 

of leaping into an unknown world, but the necessity of doing just that. 
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*** 

On a Saturday early in September, my husband and I leave our home in Northeast 

Tennessee and drive toward our destination in Western North Carolina. Fixing to meet 

friends for a zip lining adventure, we take a familiar route: a blue highway that passes 

farms, pastures, and a country store that’s been shut down and reopened so many times 

that, for me, it now stands as a metaphor for stubborn perseverance. 

Along the way, we roll by a rusty trailer that’s precariously perched at the side of the 

road. There’s a rebel flag draped from its roof, flowing down the metal siding, running 

the length of a twin mattress—about as wide too. No matter how many times I come this 

way, I wince, privately wanting to make that flag vanish, silently knowing that this one 

scene exemplifies how many view the entire region. 

Next comes the church. Of course, we’ve already driven by almost a half-dozen 

churches, and a large evangelical Christian camp, but this one always snags my eye. It’s 

small, picturesque, almost welcoming, and topped with a red roof the color of a holly 

berry in winter. Really, it’s the sign that draws at me. Like the church itself, the sign is 

pretty, blazing white with a pleasing shape; its black block letters remind me of fun 

costume jewelry, plastic and chunky. What gets me, though, are the sign’s messages. 

Previously, those cute blocky letters have spelled out: “MARRIAGE MEANS ONE MAN 

ONE WOMAN.” Thankfully, today there’s no rankling message, only an announcement 

about an upcoming celebration. I’m relieved and refocus my eyes on the road. 

The highway ahead resembles a backroad, pinched in and riddled with switchbacks, 

accommodating the swollen land. Overhead, the sky is nearly eradicated by tree-topped 

granite slopes. About ten minutes more of driving, depending on traffic, the world opens 

itself wide, revealing distant mountains, rounded and blue-gray like breaching 

hunchback whales under fat clouds. Quickly, everything closes in again, another granite 

wall blocking our view. This alternate narrowing and widening continues for the entirety 

of the route; it’s the way of many Southern Appalachian roadways, perhaps the way of 

many Appalachians themselves, an ongoing opening up and closing off to the larger 

world. 
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To drive in Southern Appalachia means encountering the contradictions of this 

place. In some ways, we appear to have retained some of the cultural features described 

in 20th century nonfiction. Books like Horace Kephart’s Our Southern Highlanders and 

Jack Weller’s Yesterday’s People famously (infamously) depicted us as suspicious of 

“furriners” and isolated. Many of the roadways I travel do little to counter the early 

conclusions about my rich and complex homeland. Like this morning, we slip through 

remote towns, several stores shuttered and houses crumbling—churches, however, are 

well kept. Soon, though, we enter a resort town, one ringed by ski slopes and peppered 

with fancy boutiques, quaint brew houses, and luxurious wineries and restaurants. 

After over an hour of driving, we make a right onto a common, everyday street. It’s 

state-maintained, nothing remarkable to the eye. But I’ve been here before, many times, 

so I know where that road leads. Into a wilder world. 

Even before I see or hear it, the creek announces itself by making the air portly, 

water-logged. And there’s a spicy tang at the back of my throat, placed there by the 

fragrance of perpetually damp rocks. When our car’s tires hit the bridge, the inflated 

rubber produces a rhythmic moaning, a sound that’s pitifully small when released into 

the wild. 

Suddenly, the road bends—a dramatic contortion to make way for the 

rhododendron-lined embankment. Trees loom, casting a heavy shadow, shading the 

green, cloistered world with gray hues. Right here, I sense I’ve crossed into a sanctuary; 

I’m instantly sheltered and renewed. For others, though, this enclosed physical space 

suffocates. 

“Claustrophobic,” my mother used to say of the Southern Appalachian woodlands. 

The road squeezes inward, shifting from pavement to gravel. We come to another 

turn, one as sharp as a cat’s claw; it forces any approaching driver to swing the car wide 

to avoid tumbling down the steep slope on the left side while avoiding ramming into the 

steep (upward) slope on the right. Taking this turn also entails listening to a percussion-

like symphony. Rocks rat tat tat against the car’s frame. The steering wheel thuds when 

cranked one direction, then the other. The tires crunch, rattle, and roll the gravel. 
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We cross another creek before reaching a rut-free parking lot and cutting the car’s 

engine. We’re at the edge of the wilderness. 

*** 

In the manicured graveled lot, I pick up the low murmuring of zip line guides, all 

college-age males, at least the ones we see (later, we’ll meet the lone female). 

Methodically and without haste, the employees lay out clunky harnesses, the straps wide 

and tan, pulleys and carabiners hulking. These cumbersome contraptions look more 

suited to securing a mule to a plow than a human to a cable. 

After stretching our legs and chatting in the wooden welcome center, we gather 

around the guides, forming an uneven crescent. Directed by men half our age, we tussle 

with our harnesses, awkwardly securing them around our aging bodies, all before piling 

into an ATV. The loud four-wheeler takes off, piercing the surrounding forest, running 

along what resembles an old logging road. It’s constricted and rutted, almost 

inhospitable to human trespassers. 

Perched in the back on the four-wheeler’s bench seat, I watch the woodland fold in 

and witness the return of what I regard as a deeply feminine land. Fecund and lush, this 

place is curvaceous—curves that could be easily eradicated in the name of “progress.” 

This is the land that I love, but historically it’s been characterized by a kind of jagged 

masculinity—with narratives, photos, and movies populated by moonshiners, 

coalminers, racers, hunters, and preachers. I grew up on Richard Chase’s The Jack 

Tales, and my schools celebrated males on football fields and basketball courts. And 

when Sundays arrived, men—fiery and spontaneous or refined and polished—delivered 

the sermons. By college, I’d gotten so accustomed to the overwhelming masculinity that 

defined this place that I didn’t even notice how the sole statue looming over the 

university campus was a defiant mountaineer, male. 

Here, representations of women were largely invisible, and if visible, were not center 

stage. I take heart in books like Connie Park Rice and Marie Tedesco’s Women of the 

Mountain South: Identity, Work, and Activism, appreciating how there’s an effort 

underway to (re)imbue our stories with a feminine presence. In my Southern 

Appalachia, though, when women and girls appeared, they were often clustered at the 
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margins, their gaze downward, featured as backup or audience for a performing 

male.  Instead of tales about females adding to the layers and layers of narration about 

this place, they seemed buried way underneath. 

Over time, however, I came to see in wild, untamed Southern Appalachia what I 

didn’t see in the populated spaces. Throughout my childhood, I crawled under 

rhododendron and mountain laurel shrubs, my back and hindquarters caressed by firm 

limbs, and imagined I was taking refuge beneath verdant skirts. In my twenties, I 

slipped into the narrow openings of caves—moist, dark slits—enveloped by a pungent, 

raw aroma. 

Eventually a greater truth emerged: My place had been defined instead of me 

defining my place. I’ve spent most of my adult life trying to rectify that. 

*** 

Hopping off the ATV, we hike up a razor-sharp slope to the foot of a wooden tower 

that rises some 20 feet. The harvested timbers erupt from an unruly mix of soil, and 

leaves are strewn with decaying bark and discarded limbs. 

Standing at the foot of the tower silvered by time and elements, I notice the zip lines 

overhead. The galvanized cables stretch from tree to tree. Other than those lines, and 

the tower and tree platforms, there is little evidence up here that humankind exists. 

Absent are the grinding sounds of mechanized humanity. No hum of traffic. No roar of 

24-hour news. No whirl of computers. No thumping base from a sound system or wail of 

an over-processed voice. At this point, my feet sinking into the spongey forest floor, I 

more clearly see what John Alexander Williams describes in Appalachia: A History: “To 

Euro-Americans without a naturalist’s eye for abundance, the forests of Appalachia were 

full of foreboding: dark places, savage, untamed,” adding, “even people who look on 

wilderness as benign see the woods as ‘natural,’ ‘primitive,’ and ‘unchanged by man.’” 

Herein lies the present-day cultural contradiction of Southern Appalachia. As the 

Appalachian Regional Commission points out, the entire region spans over 200,000 

square miles, covering thirteen states and over 400 counties. Today alone, just to reach 

this exact place in the world, we have traveled through two cities (one midsize, one 

smaller) and through multiple towns—several home to colleges and universities. We 
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passed all those roadside churches, ubiquitous as chicory, brew houses with their 

hipster patrons, and wineries with their mountain chic decor. 

Living here, I’ve learned that to face “foreboding” Southern Appalachia means to see, 

experience, and tell about all the layers that form us, including those that have been 

covered up. 

*** 

Here we come to the overdue but all-too-brief introduction of Big Mama. 

Under a crystal-blue September sky, there are two time-eroded mountains: 

neighbors for millions of years. Each peak is generously covered by an extensive 

deciduous forest and sprinkled with shaggy-trunked conifers. Over eons, the perkiness 

of these two mountains has been smoothed by rainstorms and wind gusts; they’ve 

become rounded, almost genial looking compared with younger, sharper ranges. 

Leashing together these neighboring peaks is a single galvanized cable anchored to 

the tower on which I’m standing. The cable extends 1,600 feet to the other mountain. 

What I don’t know until later is that this cable starts high on my end, dips in the center, 

and rises back up, connected on the other side to a seasoned tree and the wooden 

platform secured around its trunk. 

U-shaped, the zip line is designed for riders to zoom through a slim window in the 

densely clustered trees and soar over the landscape, gaining speeds of upwards of 50 

miles per hour. Below, some 300 feet down, spreads a lovely valley, a stretch of grassy 

land that’s briefly interrupted by a modest dirt road. 

The whole kit and caboodle—the cable-attached mountains—has been christened Big 

Mama, one of the biggest, longest, and scariest zip lines in the area. 

Only a short time before, I finished practicing on the zip lines designated for 

training, feeling victorious, prematurely. Then, I saw Big Mama. She’s breathtakingly 

beautiful, stunningly voluptuous, and utterly humbling. Standing before her, I’m 

petrified, literally trembling. 
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“I don’t want to do this. I don’t want to do this,” I mumble, my voice shaking along 

with my hands, legs. My face is hot, my scalp crawling as if infested with dark, writhing 

things. 

Instantly, I un-know everything about my place. I recognize nothing but fear, my 

love for my homeland replaced by terror and an overwhelming need to flee back to 

somewhere safe and certain. 

That’s when I decide. 

I take my uncertain leap into an unknown world, and I hope, in spite of all the fear, 

others will follow. 
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The Tiny Plane I Boarded on Mid-Tour Leave While 

Traveling from Pittsburgh, PA to Ashland, KY 

Paul David Adkins 

 

 

As if exploding Iraqi mortars weren’t 

enough to seize the heart, 

I had to venture home 

on a single-engine prop 

from Pittsburgh to Kentucky. 

  

I trudged the tarmac to the Piper. 

A hot breeze 

smoothed my hair. 

Looking back, I spied behind 

the green terminal glass two boys 

pointing, laughing. 

  

Before the flight, the pilot readjusted 

my bags to shift the load. 

He patted them in place. 

               Just right. 

  

He wore 

an aviator’s cap 

as a joke. 

  

We climbed aboard. 

  

We stooped to sidle the aisle. 

I sat in front 

               for weight. 
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When the propeller first lurched, 

the pilot shouted 

               Contact! 

  

We were the only two 

aboard. 

  

The plane lifted 

like a leaf from the strip, 

fluttered, shuddered, 

pitching in the crosswind. 

  

The instruments danced 

to St. Vitus’ latest. 

  

We settled in. 

  

The pilot cracked open a coke, 

slid the can between his legs 

and thumbed a manual 

as he peered 

at a needle quivering 

in the red. 

  

As we banked, 

it was the earth instead 

which tilted left, then 

righted itself. 

  

It was the earth which 

shot beneath us 

like the green belt of a treadmill. 
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Trees and trees and trees 

and green trees fully open, 

  

beneath us 

at the apex of their bursting. 
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When I Think about the Amount of Casualties in 

Afghanistan 

Paul David Adkins 

 

 

I wish I learned to add beyond whole numbers 

because no numbers are whole 

and clean and cut. There is always a fraction attached, 

a percentage applied, a decimal invisible 

as a dog’s flea. 

  

No iceberg floats flat as a bathtub duck. 

No tanker plows 

without a draft. 

Even moored in the murky harbor you can spot 

the numbers of displacement 

descend like a wish penny 

down the hull’s sides. 

  

Why am I surprised to spy 

in the shallow of a lake 

a catfish 

lying still as a black bottle? 

 

I pause to kneel 

as though this is the first catfish ever seen, 

and to view it is 

a privilege extended 

only to a god 
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and the accompanying tender of minnows 

clouding this behemoth, 

monarch of the unnamed pond. 

  

How many there are, 

darting within the twist and snapping range 

of its jaws 

  

though today it chooses to rest 

motionless as an idling locomotive 

on a weedy siding, 

  

to settle log-stiff 

within the visible rays of sun 

which streak the waters 

like a witch’s hair, 

  

which warm the long-tracked line of its spine 

and reveal particles of sand 

stirred up by the slow, insistent huffing of its gills. 
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